Use online planning tools available on the Transfer Wisconsin website to help achieve your college education goals. See how your credits will transfer, access helpful planning guides, and learn other helpful facts.

The Transfer Information System (TIS) is a statewide initiative to improve the transfer process between Wisconsin’s public higher education institutions. Transfer Wisconsin is part of a collaborative partnership between the UW System and Wisconsin Technical College System (WTCS).

Questions?
Visit WISCONSIN.EDU/TRANSFER and click on the Support tab to find frequently asked questions, transfer advisors, and contact information for each UW and Wisconsin Technical College System campus.

You can also contact a UW HELP advisor with transfer questions at uwhelp@uwex.edu or 800-442-6459.

TRANSFER PARTNERSHIPS

UW GUARANTEED TRANSFER PROGRAM
You can begin your education as a freshman at a two-year UW campus and, after fulfilling certain requirements, be guaranteed admission to the four-year UW institution of choice. For more information, visit uwc.edu.

UW ASSOCIATE DEGREE TRANSFER
If you earn an Associate Degree in the UW System prior to transferring, you will satisfy the general education/breadth requirements at a four-year UW institution. For more information, visit uwc.edu.

UW TRANSFER GUIDES
The transfer planning guides are a valuable resource to help you prepare to transfer to another UW institution. The guides detail specific courses you can take prior to transferring, GPA and admission requirements, and other helpful transfer tips. Click on Transfer Guides under TRANSFER TOOLS for more information.

UNIVERSAL CREDIT TRANSFER AGREEMENT
The Universal Credit Transfer Agreement provides a set of courses that are transferable between all UW and Wisconsin Technical College System institutions. These classes typically satisfy general education or general elective degree requirements. Click on Universal Credit Transfer Agreements under TRANSFER TOOLS for more information.

ARTICULATION AGREEMENTS
If you are a student at a Wisconsin Technical College, you can take advantage of transfer agreements (called articulation agreements) that allow courses to satisfy requirements for related UW majors and academic programs. Click on Articulation Agreements under TRANSFER TOOLS for more information.

LIBERAL ARTS TRANSFER PROGRAM
You can transfer up to 72 credits from a Wisconsin Technical College campus to a UW four-year comprehensive or research institution. The Liberal Arts Transfer Program is available at the following technical college campuses: Madison Area, Milwaukee Area, Nicolet Area, Chippewa Valley, and Western Technical Colleges.
PLANNING YOUR TRANSFER CREDITS

We have the online planning tools you need to help achieve your college education goals at a University of Wisconsin System (UW) or Wisconsin Technical College System (WTCS) campus!

OUR TRANSFER WISCONSIN WEBSITE PROVIDES TRANSFER INFORMATION FOR:

- High school students
- Wisconsin Technical College System students
- Students attending a private Wisconsin college
- Students taking classes at a university in another state
- Students already attending a UW campus

View our guides about taking the right courses, and see how your credits will transfer as you prepare to complete your Bachelor’s Degree. The UW has partnerships with other schools and universities to help make the transfer process easier for you.

HELPFUL HINTS

The Transfer 101 tab has information about how to apply for admission, when to transfer, placement testing, advising, and other helpful facts.

Transfer Plans provide an unofficial evaluation of how courses will transfer and apply toward the requirements of a specific major for a limited number of UW institutions.

Discuss your transfer plans with your high school, UW or Wisconsin Technical College advisor. They can help you with your transfer decision making to help find the classes and transfer partnerships that are the best match for you and your academic goals.

CREDIT TRANSFER WIZARDS

Go to WISCONSIN.EDU/TRANSFER and click on TRANSFER TOOLS. You’ll find Credit Transfer Wizards that will show you how courses will transfer into the UW and Wisconsin Technical Colleges.

COURSE WIZARD

See how a single course, or all courses in an academic department such as English or Math, will transfer to another UW or Wisconsin Technical College campus.

REVERSE LOOK UP WIZARD

See how credits at another campus would transfer into your current school. This tool is especially helpful if you’re taking classes at another campus during summer or winter break.

GENERAL EDUCATION AND UNIVERSAL TRANSFER CREDIT WIZARD

See which courses to take at your current campus that would fulfill general education or breadth requirements at your intended transfer campus.